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Abstract
Some failures cannot be masked by redundancies, because an unanticipated situation occurred, because fault-tolerance measures were not adequate,
or because there was a security breach (which is not amenable to replication). Applications that wish to continue to offer some service despite nonmaskable failure must adapt to the loss of resources. When numerous
combinations of non-maskable failure modes are considered, the set of
possible adaptations becomes complex. This paper presents adaptation
spaces, a formalism for navigating among combinations of adaptations.
An adaptation space describes a collection of possible adaptations of a
software component or system, and provides a uniform way of viewing a
group of alternative software adaptations. Adaptation spaces describe the
different means for monitoring the conditions that different adaptations
depend on, and the particular configurations through which an adaptive
application navigate. Our goal is to use adaptation spaces to provide survivable services to applications despite non-maskable failures such as malicious attacks. We present the basic concepts concerning adaptation spaces, with examples. We then present a formal model for reasoning about
and selecting alternative adaptations, allowing developers of survivable
application to automate their system’s adaptive behavior.

1 Introduction
Some failures cannot be masked by redundancies. Non-maskable failures can occur because more
failures occurred than anticipated; a trivial example is the case where no redundant resources were
provided. Non-maskable failures can also occur due to a design or implementation failure, including and especially failures that result in security breaches[13]. Design and implementation failures
are not amenable to replication, because replicas faithfully reproduce the failure [23].
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Applications that wish to continue to offer some service despite non-maskable failure must adapt
to the loss of resources. Numerous projects have developed adaptive capabilities for various conditions [2, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 21, 24, 28, 29]. However, when one wishes to compose these
adaptive techniques, one encounters a complex space of alternatives, especially when some of the
adaptations affect the same resources, producing conflicting adaptive behavior.
This paper presents adaptation spaces, a framework for navigating among combinations of adaptations. It is theoretical work with immediate practical applicability. Adaptation spaces provide application designers with a framework in which to reason about various contingencies, including
non-maskable failure scenarios. Using such a theoretical framework can enhance confidence that
all contingencies have been considered, and an understanding of what will happen to the system in
each case.
Section 2 describes the concepts of Adaptation Spaces, and how they can be used to make software
adapt to loss of resources, and then thrive when resources are returned. Section 3 provides a formal
definition of adaptation space. Section 4 describes our experimental uses of adaptation spaces, and
Section 5 discusses the implications. Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Adaptation Spaces and Cases
An adaptation space is a collection of alternative configurations, called adaptation cases, for a
software component. We use the term “configuration” loosely. The adaptation cases in an adaptation space might represent completely independent pieces of code that accomplish similar functions, variants on a single piece of code, different selections of configuration parameters for the
same piece of code, or simply different behaviors a program exhibits under different conditions.
Each adaptation case has a use condition: a predicate that must be true in order for that case to be
usable. The use condition is expressed in terms of items in the context where the adaptation space
runs. The context can include items internal to a component—such as the value of a variable—and
external to the component—such as the state of another component. Each adaptation case also has
a set of provided properties: conditions that will hold if that adaptation case is selected. Properties
provided by examples in this paper specify enabled functionality, quality-of-service guarantees, security levels, resource use and accuracy of answers.
In addition to information about its cases, the implementation of an adaptation space must provide
a mechanism to ensure that use conditions hold for the current case (and a means to switch to another case if they don’t) and a policy for selecting among cases when more than one is enabled according to their use conditions.
An adaptation space may cover only a subset of the conceivable configurations of its components
as adaptation cases. The adaptation space represents design decisions about which of the possibilities are of interest in a particular situation. Some possible cases may not confer any benefit, such
as an alternative query plan that consumes more resources while providing a less accurate answer,
and hence are not worth including. Other cases may be judged to occur so rarely as to not be worth
the added complexity of including them, or it might be that the conditions under which a case holds
are so transitory that the cost of switching to and from the case outweighs any benefits from being
in the case. Finally, some cases provide properties that are so weak that the case is judged unacceptable by the designer.
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2.1 Specialization Classes
Adaptation spaces are a generalization of specialization classes [11, 32], which in turn generalize
on predicate classes [6]. We begin by describing an example using specialization classes, and then
expand the concepts to include the other capabilities of adaptation spaces. While specialization
classes could be employed in a non-object-oriented setting, they fit the object paradigm nicely, so
we will explain them in those terms.
A specialization plan is collection of specialization classes all implementing the same type. By
type here we mean an interface composed of operation signatures [3, 17]. Each specialization class
is described by giving the a specialization context, which is a predicate over the program state that
must hold for the specialization class to function correctly. Some example predicates are:
instance_variable_x == value
instance_variable_y == instance_variable_z
Specialization class predicates are conjunctions of these expressions. Each specialization class indicates which of its methods should be specialized relative to its specialization context, exploiting
the predicate to make the specialized methods more efficient than in the general case. Often specialization using predicates can be automated using partial evaluation [9, 8, 7].
For example, consider the read() operating system call. The general case handles numerous conditions, such as various kinds of files (including sockets and NFS file systems), concurrent writers,
etc. We can specialize the implementation of read() to exploit various predicates [22], such as:
refcount == 1: Exclusive access, only one process has the file open, so there cannot be any
concurrent writers.
fs_type == local: The file resides on a local file system, and therefore is not an NFS-mounted file, socket, FIFO, etc.
fs_type == NFS: The file resides on an NFS-mounted file system, and therefore is not a local
file, socket, FIFO, etc.
A specialization plan for the read() system call combines these predicates into a set of specialization classes that the specialization designer deems useful. We can draw a specialization plan as
a hierarchy of specialization classes, with the general case at the bottom, as shown in Figure 1. Note
that if the condition of a specialization class is true, the conditions of all classes below it in the implication hierarchy are also true.

NFS/Exclusive

More
Specialized

NFS

Local/Exclusive

Exclusive

Local

Generic
Figure 1 read() Specialization Plan
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More
General

Each specialization class is responsible for guarding its context condition, and selecting an alternative class to switch to if the predicate condition becomes false. The switching between specialization classes is done independently, on an object-by-object basis, and a single conceptual object
might be implemented by different specialization classes over its lifetime.

2.2 Adaptation Space
Adaptation spaces generalize specialization classes in several regards. These generalizations facilitate adaptations to provide continued operation in a partially degraded mode when non-maskable
failures occur, enhancing the survivability of the application [25].
1. Code for adaptation cases can result from means other than code specialization. The cases in an
adaptation space might represent settings on some configuration parameters on a routine, or
they could represent completely separate implementations of a component.
2. The property of interest might be something other than execution speed. The provided property
for a specialization class is assumed to be more efficient execution. Adaptation cases may provide properties concerning resource usage, quality of service, or robustness. An adaptation case
may also provide a combination of properties of different types, representing trade-offs such as
quality of service versus resource usage, or convenience versus security of communication.
3. Specialization plans implicitly select the most specialized case whose condition is true to maximize efficiency. To provide more than one kind of property, adaptation spaces allow more sophisticated selection policies that reflect preferences for provided properties, restrictions on
movement between adaptation cases, and costs of moving to a particular adaptation case.
4. An adaptation space may use other mechanisms for monitoring the validity of the use conditions. In specialization classes, use conditions are predicate expressions using state variables
from the system being specialized. An adaptation space may use other mechanisms to compute
dynamic values like “average available bandwidth,” using tools such as SWiFT [15].
5. The implementations of adaptation spaces may use a wider variety of mechanisms for switching
between adaptation cases. It might be some form of dynamic replugging of code used for specialization of a monolithic kernel [10], or it might be adjustment of configuration parameters,
replanning a query, externalizing a program’s state then reinitializing a different program from
that state, turning on a software feedback loop [5], and so forth. It might even be that no explicit
change is needed when changing cases. The adaptation space may simply document the change
in behavior depending on context of a single implementation, for purposes of analyzing its interaction with other parts of an application.

2.3 Sample Adaptation Spaces of Interest
Here we describe some existing technologies, both our own and others’, using adaptation spaces.
We also consider new kinds of adaptations that might enhance application survivability.
1. Quality of Service: Much of the current work in distributed multimedia systems looks at ways
to intelligently manage quality of service, as seen at the application interface [5, 12, 28, 34]. Adaptation cases can represent trade-offs between quality of service and resource consumption,
such as video frame rate versus available bandwidth, or trade-offs between different quality dimensions, such as frame rate versus spatial resolution. The resource-quality trade-off is partic-
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ularly interesting as a survivability adaptation, because it provides a way to reduce resource
needs when resources are lost or need to be freed for a more important capability.
2. Quality Objects: The Quality Object (QuO) framework developed by BBN [19, 34] is a means
of expressing adaptivity between objects, currently expressed via extensions to CORBA. A
QuO quality contract is described by a client using a Contract Description Language (CDL),
which specifies its adaptation preferences within individual negotiated regions. When available
resources or client behavior exits a negotiated region, the system invokes a specified client callback to negotiate a new region. The adaptation space of a QuO system is the sum total of the
quality contracts between all client/server pairs. Adaptation cases are the individual negotiated
regions, and the use cases are the contract transition rules in the client callbacks.
3. Hardening of Components: A software component can be modified or wrapped [31, 1, 33] in
order to check for out-of-range behavior, such as induced in an attack [13]. Such changes will
generally be at the of expense efficiency, so they are candidates for adaptation spaces to manage
these trade-offs. An example is StackGuard [14], which can insert varying degrees of selfchecking for evidence of “stack smashing” attacks. More checking induces more overhead, so
different efficiency-safety trade-offs can be cases in an adaptation space.
4. Alternative Mechanism: Mobile applications operate in a dynamically changing environment.
An adaptation space can specify cases that provide the same or similar service using different
underlying mechanisms. For example, a mobile application might need network connectivity to
a remote resource, but the machine hosting the application might sometimes have a wired or
wireless network connection, and have to rely on a modem link at other times. Adaptation cases
can represent the various connection mechanisms: Ethernet, Wavelan, or PPP over a modem.
5. Information Quality: Applications that access information from remote, autonomous information sources (including all information on the World-Wide Web) will have to be prepared to
make trade-offs not normally required in accessing a dedicated, local database. Information
sources may come and go; servers can go off-line due to a security breach; the response time of
a source can vary depending on demand at its server and congestion in the network leading to
it; the information at a source can go out of date; and so forth. These faults are non-maskable
for the application, which might need to back off from a complete or absolutely correct answer
in order to get that answer in a timely manner, or to get an answer at all. Consider a SQL-style
query with the basic form select <data elements> from <sources> where
<conditions>. Adaptation cases for such a query can reduce the set of data elements required, change or eliminate sources, or relax the conditions.

3 Formal Definition of Adaptation Space
We formally define an adaptation space as a set of adaptation cases, partially ordered by the relation “more specialized than.” Case a is more specialized than case b if the use condition in case a
is logically implied by the use condition in case b, which we write a ⊇ b , and say that “a specializes b”. Conversely, case b is more general than case a if the use condition of case b is a subset of
the use condition in case a, which we write b ⊆ a , and say that “b generalizes a”.
Let S be the set of all individual predicates in the use conditions we are considering. A complete
adaptation space can be computed by taking the power set r ( S ) of all of the individual predicates
being considered, including a separate case for each value of a predicate of the form “foo ==
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...” If some of the predicates are equalities for continuous values (i.e. foo is an integer or a float)
then this set is infinite. Being a power set, it is a lattice [30].
The “bottom” of the lattice is the case where none of the predicates are known to hold, and “top”
is the case where all of the predicates hold. An implementation that can function in the bottom case
is trivial, but likely uninteresting: the null function. An implementation that functions in the top
case may not exist. However, “top” can be abstractly modelled as an “oracle” that always returns
the right answer immediately.
The meet operation on two cases a and b in the lattice is the intersection of their use conditions,
which we write a ∩ b . The join operation is similarly the union of their use conditions, which we
write a ∪ b . Conceptually, c = a ∩ b means that c generalizes a and b, because the use conditions for c are satisfied by a ∩ b . Similarly, d = a ∪ b means that d specializes a and b.

3.1 An Example: Query Relaxation
Consider an application where we would like to contact all faculty who have taught classes in the
past calendar year. Let Query 1, the SQL query to find all faculty names and e-mail addresses be:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

F.name, F.e-mail
Faculty F, Course-Schedule C
F.ssn = C.f-num AND
C.year = 1997;

The two tables of interest, Faculty and Course-Schedule, may be stored in different locations, and thus each may become unavailable. To make our query survive the loss of these tables,
we consider two adaptations using query relaxation [18], which generalize the query to require
fewer (or different) tables. If only the Faculty table is available (without the Course-Schedule table) then we get a superset of the involved faculty and can use that to dispatch our message.
Query 2 generalizes Query 1, producing a less precise answer with some false positives:
SELECT
FROM

name, e-mail
Faculty;

If we lose access to the Faculty table, then we consider using a different table (Phonebook)
which includes both faculty and staff. Query 3 generalizes Queries 1 and 2, giving us a larger superset of the involved faculty that includes staff:
SELECT
FROM

name, e-mail
Phonebook;

To describe these adaptations as an adaptation space, we first consider the use conditions for the
various queries: when is it appropriate to use Query 1? Query 2? or Query 3? The use condition for
these three queries hinges on the availability of tables. Query 1 requires tables Faculty and
Course-Schedule; Query 2 requires Faculty; and query 3 requires the Phonebook table.
The adaptation space resulting from the power set of these three bits of information is shown in
Figure 2. The use condition for each case is shown inside each node in the lattice, where F represents the Faculty table, C represents the Course-Schedule and P represents the Phonebook table.
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Figure 2 Adaptation Space for Query Relaxation Example
The adaptation cases have also been colored according to the properties provided. In this example,
the provided properties describe the precision with which the query captures the faculty involved.
All the cases capture all the faculty involved except C, which captures none of them. However, the
“Approximate” cases also capture uninvolved faculty, and the “Sloppy” cases capture staff as well.
Note that while the adaptation space contains all 8 nodes from the power set of conditions, we do
not implement 8 queries. In particular, if no relevant tables are available, then only the null query
still operates, and that does not provide us with any useful results. We indicate this in Figure 2 by
dashed lines around cases that are not implemented. We would also eliminate any nodes where the
use conditions conflict, e.g. “foo < 2” and “foo >3”. This begs the question of which cases
are implemented, and when to switch between them. The relationship between the adaptation
space and its implementation is specified by the transition graph, described in Section 3.2.

3.2 The Transition Graph
To map the adaptation space to a set of implementations, we first re-examine the adaptation space.
Often multiple cases can be accommodated by a single implementation, needing only a parameter
change, or even no change at all, as shown in Figure 3. Each query accommodates two adaptation
cases. No changes at all are required to span the two cases, because the more specialized case includes a table that the query is not using. Each group of cases in a single implementation is marked
with the use conditions enabling that implementation, which is the meet of all the cases in the
group. The mapping in Figure 3 also reveals that case C is not used; if we only have the CourseSchedule, we cannot generate any faculty e-mail addresses, and thus this case is not useful.
From the marked-up adaptation space in Figure 3, we can compute the transition graph in Figure
4. The nodes in the transition graph are labelled with the software used to implement this space,
and have been annotated with the use conditions required for each implementation. The edges represent transitions from one implementation to another, and have been labeled with the changes in
use conditions that mandate transitioning to another node, as well as the cost of making the transition. In this case, the cost of transitioning to and from Query 3 is higher because Query 3 uses a
completely different table, necessitating re-optimizing the SQL query. The cost values are arbi-
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FCP ∩ FC = FC

Query 1
FCP
Query 3
FP ∩ '
F = '
F

Query 2
FP

FC

CP

More
Specialized

More
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F
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C

FP ∩ '
F = '
F

No Tables Available
Figure 3 Implementations and the Adaptation Space
1. Combine cases in the adaptation space that can be satisfied by a single implementation. Mark
each combination with the ∩ of each case, i.e. the intersection of use conditions.
2. Place the implemented nodes on the transition graph.
3. For each edge in the adaptation space connecting separate implementations, add a directed edge
to the transition graph, labelling the edge with the changes in use conditions between the two
cases in the adaptation space. Transitions “upward” in the adaptation space represent thriving:
they are optional (representing an opportunistic improvement in service), and are labelled only
with the use conditions of the destination case. Transitions “downward” are mandatory (representing a survivability adaptation to the loss of some resource) and are labelled “destination &
!source”. For instance, in Figure 3 the edge from FP to FCP is upward, and is labelled “C”, while
the edge from FP to P is downward, and is labelled “P & !F”.
4. Combine and simplify the edges connecting implementations in the transition graph. For instance, step 3 added two edges from Query 1 to Query 2 to the transition graph, both of which
are labelled “F&!C”, thus these two edges from Query 1 to Query 2 can be combined.

FC
Query 1

F&!(FC)=F&!C
2

10

FC
2
F

Query 2

P&!(FC)

FC
P&!F
10

10
Query 3

P

F
10
Figure 4 Transition Graph: When to Change Implementations, and What it Will Cost
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5. Label the transition edges with the relative expected cost of each transition. The cost results
from computations necessary to transition from one implementation to another, such as refreshing caches, initializing state, etc.
From this exercise, we have identified a minimal set of implementations that provide a selection of
“acceptable” properties. We have a complete understanding of all the combinations of failures that
might occur, we know which combinations of failures will still allow us to produce results (of varying quality) and we know which combinations will result in total failure of the application.

3.3 Composing Adaptation Spaces
Here we describe the composition of adaptation spaces, to account for the fact that a component
may need to be adapted in more than one way, accommodating more than one kind of failure. One
can just consider all possible failure modes in a single adaptation space, but that requires one to
contemplate all kinds of failure, and to understand their interactions. Instead, we provide for the
composition of adaptation spaces. Composing adaptation spaces proceeds via the following steps:
1. Unify name spaces of the two adaptation spaces
2. Compose the spaces
3. Simplify
Unifying the name spaces is necessary if the adaptation space designers used different granularity
to identify the terms in the use conditions. For instance, one designer might have said “# servers
>= 3”, while another said “servers a and b are available”.
Once the name spaces are unified, we inspect the use conditions of the two adaptation spaces for
overlap. If there is no overlap at all, i.e. none of the names from one space appear in any of the use
conditions in the other space, then the two adaptations are said to be orthogonal. The adaptations
do not affect each other, and thus can be trivially composed.
If there is overlap, then we compose the adaptation spaces by computing the direct product of the
two lattices representing the respective complete adaptation spaces, say S and T. Since S and T are
both lattices, the direct product is a lattice [30]. Once the spaces are composed, they can be pruned
of impossible and uninteresting cases, grouped into implementations, and transformed into transition graphs as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.

4 Experimental Implementation of Adaptation Spaces
This section illustrates our use of adaptation spaces in practice. We describe two efforts to build
applications that are adaptive in more than one dimension. Section 4.1 describes adaptations to enhance the survivability of a distributed information system, and Section 4.2 describes adaptations
to manage audio quality in the presence of variable bandwidth availability.

4.1 Adaptive Information Survivability
We have developed a simulation of a DoD distributed mission planning system using a client server architecture. This system consists of three servers and any number of clients. Each server provides a particular type of information: targets, available resources (aircraft), and planned missions,
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T

!T
Figure 5 Target Server Failure Adaptation Space
respectively. Clients provide user interfaces to create new missions. The “normal” (optimal) case
has all clients fully connected with all of the servers and all of the other clients. This case will end
up being the “top” of our adaptation lattice, as it has the strongest possible set of assumptions: all
servers and clients are available. We build this adaptation space by considering two simple adaptation spaces, and then composing them. One adaptation space considers the possible failure of the
servers, and the other considers possible partitioning of the network of clients.

4.1.1 Server Failure Adaptation Space
Access to a server can be lost due to network or server failure. Clients can adapt by sharing data
instead of depending on the server to provide the data. The non-accessed server will not be updated
with any new data from newly created missions, but the clients can continue to operate, enhancing
the system’s survivability. Figure 5 shows the (trivial) adaptation space for a single client adapting
to the failure of the target (T) server. The component of the client that provides a list of targets to
the user adapts to either get the data from the target server, or from the other clients .

4.1.2 Network Partition Adaptation Space
Connectivity between clients can be lost due to a network partition. A possible adaptation is to partition the targets and available resources a priori among the clients. When a network partition occurs, each client restricts its activities to the union of the targets and resources assigned to the cli-
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Figure 6 Network Partition Adaptation Space for N Clients
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Figure 7 Composition of Target Server Unavailable and Partitioning Spaces
ents that are still accessible in the reachable network partition. Clients in the other network partition(s) are presumed to continue operating on their respective partitions of targets and resources.
Clients in partitions other than the server poll other clients to find the scope of their network partition, and compute the set of targets and resources that they can still use. Figure 6 shows the adaptation space for a single client, in terms of the number of other clients that it can still reach.

4.1.3 Composing Server Failure and Network Partition Adaptation Spaces
Consider composing the adaptation spaces shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 with respect to a client’s
target handling component. These adaptations are not orthogonal, because they both affect the set
of targets presented to the user. Thus we compose the two spaces by computing the direct product,
as shown in Figure 7. This adaptation space consists of two copies of the space in Figure 6, one
with and one without the target server, denoted T and !T, respectively. Sets of cases have been
grouped to indicate the different implementations of the client target handler that will cover those
cases, as described in Section 3.2. Figure 8 shows the client target handler’s transition graph.

4.2 Adaptive Audio Quality
Streaming media presentations using shared resources such as the Internet are greatly enhanced by
adapting to available resources. We are developing quality of service specifications [28] that help
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the system navigate the adaptation space provided by sets of media filters to maximize perceived
user quality. Our model [26, 27] defines quality in terms of deviation from a perfect presentation.
The quality of service specification allows the user or application to relatively weight various provided properties through the adaptation space.
Figure 9 shows three simple adaptation spaces, representing three different dimensions of audio
quality: sampling frequency, bit resolution of the sample, and whether it is stereo or mono. The use
condition for each case is that there be sufficient data bandwidth to support that case. However,
these cases must be combined to discover the bandwidth requirement, because the needed bandwidth is a function of all three parameters: needed bandwidth = frequency * bits * # of channels.
The use conditions in the three separate adaptation spaces are only relative, i.e. the bandwidth required for 44 KHz is twice as great as for 22 KHz, but we don’t know the absolute bandwidth needed without knowing the frequency, resolution, and # of channels.
Unifying the name space of the three spaces is trivial, because they all have a single use condition:
sufficient bandwidth, in bits per second. We compute the product of the three lattices, and then label each case with the absolute bandwidth requirement in bits per second, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10 shows a different kind of adaptivity than in Section 4.1. This lattice has several cases
with identical use conditions, i.e. “22KHz/16-bit/stereo”, “44KHz/8-bit/stereo” and “44KHz/16bit/mono” all have a use condition of at least 705 Kbits per second of available data bandwidth.
Yet we do not seek to group them together in a single implementation, because they provide different properties.
filter 1: frequency

filter 2: bits per sample filter 3: channels

44KHz

16 bits

stereo

22KHz

8 bits

mono

11KHz
Figure 9 Independent Audio Quality Adaptation Spaces
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Bandwidth Required (bits per second)
1411 Kbps

44K/16/stereo

705 Kbps

352 Kbps

11K/16/stereo

176 Kbps

11K/8/stereo

88 Kbps

22K/16/stereo

44K/8/stereo

44K/16/mono

22K/8/stereo

22K/16/mono

44K/8/mono

11K/16/mono

22K/8/mono

11K/8/mono
Figure 10 Adaptation space for audio quality adaptation.

This example shows the need for sophisticated adaptation case navigation: user preference, encoded as a quality of service specification, selects which case to use under each bandwidth condition.

5 Discussion
Adaptation spaces provide a systematic way to consider possible adaptations for a software component. The initial lattice of the adaptation space is generated exhaustively from the use conditions
of interest. The complexity of this lattice illustrates the number of issues to be considered to make
an application survive non-maskable failures, illustrating the need for a systematic approach.
Within the lattice, we are guaranteed substitutability of all cases less-specialized-than the current
case based on the implication of a use condition of a more-specialized case to a less-specialized
case. Similarly, we are guaranteed that all cases more-specialized than the current case will provide
more desirable properties. Thus adaptation spaces define the essence of surviving, by adapting to
a less-specialized case, and thriving, by adapting (back) to a more-specialized case.
The choice of implementations to be built for an adaptation space is made by the designer of the
survivable application. In the query example involving faculty in Section 3.1, the judgement that
Query 2 and Query 3 are acceptable, albeit degraded, queries is clearly application-dependent. It is
through the transition graph that the designer specifies the appropriate action for each adaptation
case in the initial lattice. Either the case is NOT mapped to an implementation (indicating that the
case does not permit an acceptable behavior) or the case is mapped to the specific implementation.
The generation of the transitions in the transition graph is done algorithmically based on the relevant use conditions. The transition graph is ideally suited to drive the adaptive behavior of the program because the conditions of interest as well as the proper transitions are concisely and precisely
represented. The exhaustive, initial lattice of the adaptation space allows the application designer
to consider the various alternatives in a systematic way whereas the transition graph condenses the
information needed at run-time.
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When considering multiple adaptations for a software system, there are several ways to compose
adaptation spaces. In the simplest case, orthogonal adaptation spaces can be used independently;
the transitions graphs can each guide the adaptation of the relevant components. In more complex
situations, the adaptation spaces are formally composed to arrive at appropriate adaptations for
multiple considerations. In future work, we will consider other types of composition of interest including layered adaptation spaces, and functionally composed adaptation spaces.

6 Conclusions
Adaptation spaces capture the essence of adaptive behavior through orderly assembly of the adaptation cases, with the associated use conditions and provided properties. Adaptation spaces enable
systematic analysis of the combinations of failures to be considered. We have used adaptation
spaces to analyze and direct the behavior of several of our systems in diverse areas, including database fault-tolerance, application fault-tolerance, and adaptive quality of service. Use of this
framework should both ease the difficulty of constructing applications that survive non-maskable
faults, and enhance the quality of these survivable applications.
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